
Mr. Funk’s English Class - Grading Rubric - bfunk@sachem.edu        mrbfunk.wordpress.com  !

***Quarter grades are out of 100 points.  All students begin with 0 points and earn 
points according to the following guidelines.***!!!

Writing Pieces (40pts): polished, typed pieces of writing included in your quarterly portfolio. Pieces 
should be revised and nearly free of errors. !!
Reading (20pts):  Each quarter we will be doing required reading of novels, poems, plays, non fiction 
etc.  You will be given a basic test each quarter (worth 10pts) to prove you’ve been reading and following 
class discussions.!
You must also independently read 200 pages of anything of your choosing. You Must Choose a Book 
You Have Never Read Before.  Books For Other Classes Do Not Count. For each 100 pages you 
read, you must submit a full page reaction to what you have read.  So 200 pages read, with 2 full page 
reactions = 10pts (5pts each). Things to consider for reading reactions: Author’s use of skills/literary 
devices, your reactions/observations, connections to your life/the world, important quotes/passages.  
SUMMARIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED!  I want to know your thoughts, not a simple summary that can 
easily be Googled.!!
Notebook (20pts): graded on number of pages written.  Students earn 2pts. for every 3 full pages 
written (so 30 pages = 20pts.) Students who write 50 pages will earn 2 points on their final average.  The 
only writing that is ineligible for credit is any work done for another class. !!
Assignments (10pts): various assignments will be given throughout the quarter (usually graded on 
a scale of 0, 1, or 2).  This grade will be an average of those grades.!!
Participation (10pts): consider contributions to class discussion, promptness to class, attentiveness 
in class.  Having a cell phone visible, latenesses, sleeping, disruptive behavior will affect this grade 
negatively. !!
Class Supplies: A notebook dedicated to English only.  Pen/Pencil.  USB Flash Drive or Cloud storage 
strongly recommended.
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Writing ...........  40pts!
(10pts per writing piece)!!
Reading .......... 20pts !
(1 Test = 10pts.; 2 full page written reactions = 10pts.)!!
Notebook ........ 20pts!
(2pts. for every 3 pages written. 30 pages = 20pts.)!!
Assignments ...10pts!
(average of various assignments given during quarter)!!
Participation ....10pts!
(determined by student and teacher)
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